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Secret video cameras discovered in AcornHead
by

Menghis Khan

Editor Inside of a Chief

The Colossal Acornhead is
secretly monitoring the Tufts community, according to a Daily investigative report that has unearthed
the existence of security cameras
in the acorn’s eyes.
After Albino Squirrel, who is also
a news editor for the Daily, clawed
its way through the AcornHead’s
cornea to reveal the camera-filled
interior, the Department of Public
and Environmental Safety was
forced to confirm yesterday that
the “work of art” was truly a way to
spy on students.
The cameras in the AcornHead
installed on the tree-bed below
Tisch Library are the first trial of
the video security program that
DPES claimed would be installed
“after student input” later this
year.
“I knew that delicious piece
of public art was too good to be
true,” Squirrel said.
Data gathered by DPES indicates that the AcornHead has been
instrumental in thwarting campus crime and gathering essential
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Colossal Acornhead is watching you.
information, according to Director
of Public and Environmental
Safety Lizzie McGuire.
Tufts
University
Police
Department (TUPD) Deputy Chief
Kelvin Spleen agreed, citing several accounts of suspicious activity
that the acorn has caught on tape.

“It’s a powerful piece of technology,” Spleen told the Daily yesterday. “We’ve been able to track
down multiple threats to the student body.”
With data compiled by the cameras, TUPD can confirm at this
time that Jennifer did in fact, sort

of, make out with Timothy last
week on the President’s Lawn,
even though it is unclear whether
or not she actually likes him or is
just using him to make Timothy’s
roommate jealous.
“The tongues did mingle, and
saliva was exchanged,” McGuire

said. “But the angle of the camera
was unable whether to determine
whether Jessica was grabbing or
merely grazing Tim’s butt, which
changes everything, of course.
Clearly we need to upgrade our
technology.”
The cameras have also produced 37 high-definition reels
of canoodling students, all of
which have been made available for viewing on Tufts’ official
Facebook page.
University President Anthony
P. Monaco has yet to release a
statement regarding this alleged
breach of the community’s privacy, though it appears that even
the president was unaware of the
covert installation.
Tapes show Monaco practicing his “Gangnam” style on
the President’s Lawn late at
night, usually exiting through
the back door of Gifford House
and frolicking across the lawn
between the hours of 12 and 2
a.m., McGuire said.
TUPD has taken immediate
action, explaining that officers will
remove him from the premises if it
happens again.
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A prototype of the new Joey shuttle, created to compensate for Tufts’ small endowment.

Tufts makes strategic plan to get it up
President Monaco struggles to keep the university well-endowed
By Millimeter Peter
Daily P. Board

Tufts’ endowment under University
President Anthony P. Monaco is becoming
harder and harder... to sustain, according
to worried sources close to the president.
The second-year president has tried
everything in his power to increase the
endowment, but instead it has petered
out, Monaco said last night after attending the Oh Megan! workshop in Cohen
Auditorium as part of his desperate search
for ideas.

“Compared to our competing schools,
Tufts’ endowment is too limp,” Monaco
said, before running off for a night yoga
session on the President’s Lawn. “Have
you seen the girth on Harvard’s? It’s
huge!”
Monaco inherited a throbbing endowment upon becoming University President
last fall, but has had trouble keeping it
growing, he said. Erection of universitywide goals such as need-blind admissions
and increasing diversity on campus continues to be dysfunctional, but Tufts plans
to compensate by converting the Joey
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shuttles to Hummer vans, Monaco said.
The administration is currently soliciting suggestions on how to increase the
endowment’s width and length. Proposed
solutions incorporated into the administration’s strategic plan include a ban on
binge drinking, which has proven detrimental to the endowment’s functionality.
Monaco also sent an email out to the
Tufts community asking all students and
faculty to shave expenses in endowmentrelated areas.
“From my extensive research as a
geneticist, I can say with certainty that

shaving makes it ... bigger,” Monaco said.
With these struggles in mind, Monaco
has denied the Responsible Endowment
Collective’s request to divest from fossil fuel companies, as petroleum products are essential to keep the endowment
chafe-free and running smoothly.
“We use Vaseline, as well as other petroleum-based products, in order to raise the
endowment to its full potential,” Monaco
said.
“It’s hard,” Monaco added, in reference
to the proposed divestment. “It’s just, you
know, it’s hard.”
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Mitt Romney to impeach TCU President Wyatt Cadley
by

Deep Throat

Contributing Writer

Following the most recent presidential
debate, former Massachusetts Governor
Mitt Romney announced that he would
attempt to impeach Tufts Community
Union (TCU) President Wyatt Cadley if he
loses the Presidential race this November.
“I believe in a Tufts where hundreds of
Tufts students believe in a Tufts that’s the
Tufts hundreds of Tufts students believe in.
That’s the Tufts I love,” Romney said during
the press conference.
According to sources close to the presidential candidate, Romney spent hours
pondering which academic institution he
would target. Ultimately, though, Romney
decided that his values matched the myriad
of principles Tufts prides itself on.
“I ordered my people to bring me bind-

ers full of universities,” Romney said. “I
chose Tufts because I figured I would fit in
well with the student body.”
Romney has claimed that Cadley is not
deserving of his current position and should
be immediately removed from power. He
has begun campaigning to the Tufts student body to garner support.
“We have a president, who I think is a
nice guy, but he spends too much time
at Harvard, perhaps,” Romney said. “As
President, I promise to always be here for
TCU and for Tufts when I don’t have something better to do. Which should be all the
time since I won’t be running a country.”
Romney has outlined a five-point plan
for improving student life on campus
“I will create 12 million new student
groups,” Romney claimed. “To do so, I will
spend more money and then do four other
vaguely defined things that only have a

passing chance at positively affecting student life.”
To achieve this, Romney plans to completely bypass the university’s administration, ignoring Monaco’s protests that he
can’t cut the Student Activities Fee and add
more student groups at the same time.
Despite a vast array of positive goals for
the spring semester, a plethora of Romney’s
expected policies are controversial.
“I like being able to fire people who provide services to me,” Romney said, referring
to his plans to replace current TCU senators
with his friends and confidants, including
Paul Ryan.
Cadley has yet to comment on Romney’s
alleged plans, but sources close to Cadley
have confirmed that Wyatt plans to leave
Tufts and join the cast of Survivor in the
event that Romney replaces him as TCU
President.
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Hurricane Sandy rejected from Harvard
area, makes appearance at Tufts
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Sandy made landfall on the morning of
October 29th in New Jersey, and effects
were felt in Boston just hours later at
Tufts University, following the Hurricane’s
attempted entrance into the Harvard area.
“It’s clear that Sandy’s first choice had
been Harvard, but my mom said that no
one gets in there anyway, so I guess it’s not
Sandy’s fault,” junior ___ said.
While coasting down Boston Avenue,
Sandy was overheard telling a group of
freshman that she had been waitlisted at
Harvard, but that is -- as of yet -- unconfirmed. Other East coast schools including
Brown, Cornell and Columbia also reportedly turned Sandy away before she arrived
in Davis Square.
The hurricane seemed excited to set foot
on the Hill, but rain fell as Sandy looked
out from the library roof in the direction of
Harvard Yard.
However, she claimed that upon her
matriculation into the student body she
would like to get involved in extra-curricular activities and take advantage of her
Tufts experience.
Student groups on campus are already
vying for the hurricane’s attention, as
the Jumbos have been eagerly awaiting a
new celebrity figure on campus following Michelle Kwan’s graduation from the
Fletcher School.
“I heard the winds howling. Everyone
thought she had perfect pitch,” ___, a
member of the Amalgamates, said, “but we
heard her mom told her that she will have
to miss auditions next fall to attend the
Hillel bagel brunch.”
Sandy joins a large contingent of students from the East coast at Tufts. Though
born in the Caribbean, Sandy was still less
than 1/32 Pacific Islander and could not
list it on her application.
“Like half the Hurricanes that come here
are from New Jersey,” said __, a freshman at
Tufts University. Sandy insisted she was not

from the actual Jersey Shore,
but the wealth of discarded beer
bottles and beach towels reading “ITALIA” in bold lettering
swirling within the hurricane’s
winds betrayed its origins.
Additional security measures
were taken on the Tufts campus
in preparation for the hurricane, ensuring the well being
of the student population and
alerting the campus to possible

danger. Sandy confirmed this,
reportedly howling that she had
never intended to attend a safety school.
Sources close to Sandy have
also revealed that her wrath
stemmed from an inherent jealously of Hurricane Irene, who
managed to scheme her way
into Harvard Yard last fall. Irene
declined to comment on their
feud.
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Tufts tormented by surprise
wiener attacks
by Johnny

Cannibal

Senior body shot-taker

The discovery of an ancient
hotdog burial ground, dating
back to the early Devonian
period, explains the recent
ghost weenie phenomenon that has been plaguing
Jumbos since its calamitous
inception nearly three weeks
ago. The weenie, which has
been known to materialize at
random intervals and locations to “slime” people in true
“Ghostbusters” (1984) fashion, has created a general air
of trepidation around campus
for individuals who aren’t into
that kind of stuff.
Few individuals at Tufts
have correctly guessed the
origins of the weenie, though
its tendency to leave ectoplasmic traces in the form
of ornate runes and symbolic
characters gave evidence of a
seemingly Pagan and ancient
origin of nearly Lovecraftian
foreboding. World-renowned
cryptologists and hot dog
anthropologists have been
consulted with little avail, as
the syntax and delicate aesthetic of the glyphs proves
inscrutable to even the most
erudite scholar.
While prehistoric hot dog
hunter-gatherers have been
understood to roam through
the region of present-day
Boston in pursuit of wholewheat buns, specialists were

baffled to find an example
of such an early society. The
burial ground was discovered
when
radio-seismograph
readings secretly conducted
by the government turned up
distinctly bratwurst shaped
remains deep under the soil.
“This is a huge find for all
of us,” said renowned hot dog
hypothetical psycho-biologist
Nathan Wiener, who paused
to clear a bit of phlegm from
his throat.
“This is the kind of thing
that’ll put our field on the top
of the pops, and maybe even
get us some media attention,”
he said as he indicated a particularly well-preserved specimen of a millennia-old hot
dog that apparently subsisted
on a largely leguminous diet,
which was plentiful in the
region.
“Hopefully, learning about
this ancient hot dog burial
ground will help us lay the
ghost weenie to rest, but I
have some doubts. Who knows
how much progress we can
make until these confounding runes are deciphered, but
we’ve got some big brains on
the task,” he said, nodding to
a panel of eggheads puzzling
over reams of photocopied
Polaroids.
Though strong efforts are
being made, the weenie seems
to hardly have noticed and
there seem to be few patterns
in the messages it leaves us.
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Members of fraternity Sigma Sigma Sigma were some of those affected by traces of primordial ectoplasm in recent weeks
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Banshees are creepy and enjoy stalking sleeping knights.

Banshee album is horrific debut
by

Durian Dervish

Daily Editorial Board

As its name implies, “Cry”
the latest release from Bernita
Banshee will have listeners
shedding tears in minutes.
Tears of pain.
Banshee’s
most
recent
release is a 12-track compilation of howling, a genre pioneered by the artist herself.
Banshee began her music
career singing at funerals.
“I started doing funerals just
to make some extra money on
the side,” Banshee explained.
“I would usually sing a religious hymn or psalm, but as I
went on, death began to affect
me more and more. Instead
of singing, I began wailing
melodically during the funerals; later I incorporated crying, yelling and even shrieking
into my performances. I didn’t
just want to sing words from
the Bible ... I wanted to truly
express the grief that people
were feeling. Thus, my howling
genre was born.”

Ye t , d e s p i t e t h e
u n c o n v e n t i o n a l
n a t u r e o f h e r a r t ,
B a n s h e e’s “m u s i c ”
i s u n l i k e l y t o r e s o n a t e
w e l l
w i t h
a u d i e n c e s .
As one brave listener put it,
“It’s a lot of screaming for a
long time. At first, it was mildly tolerable, but at this point I
just have a headache.”
“Cry” opens with the track
“Bawl and Blubber.” Right
from the get-go, a high-pitched
yelling is audible, layered over
a subtle but noticeable sniffling.
Banshee’s voice is latent
with emotion -- in this department, she truly does not lack.
However, the two-toned tune
becomes rather monotonous,
after she continues at the same
pitch for the entire three minutes and 18 seconds.
The third song on the album,
“Turn on the Waterworks,”
continues the melancholic
theme. Actual sobbing is interwoven with a mucus-y moan

and, from time to a time, a
phlegm-y throaty yell rises out
of the sadness. “Deceased,” her
final melody, is a low, whimpering ode to death, featuring
a crass cackling solo from fellow singer Walburga Witch.
In t e re s t i n g l y
enough,
Banshee never uses lyrics in
her music, choosing to sing
only “sounds” that represent
“raw feelings, before they can
be tainted and ruined by language.”
Yet, had she even included
just a few phrases amidst all the
screaming, shouting, and shrieking, Banshee’s album would have
been more powerful.
However, her decision to
eliminate words from her
songs, along with the album’s
lack of thematic variety -- after
all, every track is about death,
loss and bereavement in some
way --ultimately cause “Cry”
to fall flat.
“Cry” may be the perfect backtrack for a creepy
Halloween party, but it’s not
good for much else.

Wretched recommendations

Annual ghoulish festival arrives in Boston area
by

Undeadly Sin
Daily Fluffer

Warlocks and ghouls, gather
round the cauldron and wait
for the nearest portal of transport to the Witches’ Wing’s
unhallowed halls.
The Witches’ Wing supplies
double the amount of bubble,
than it does toil and trouble,
but trust this jack o’ lantern,
it’s a brew that’s meant to be
drunk to the last dreg.
The Witches’ Wing, situated
just south of the Old Hanging
Grounds of Boston, appears
once a year. The event lasts all
night for some spine-tingling
fun. The dead, undead and the
living all revel in the joys of the
mortal world alongside each
other for a night of horror and
harmony.
All along the entrance hall of
the Wing are games to partake
in. The crowd’s favorite is the
smashing pumpkins. A drolllooking ghost explains the
rules: the arena is equipped
with an axe, a pumpkin and
a seesawing plank. Spectral

spectators are asked to stand
back as the two participants
enter the ring.
Veer to the left of the hall
and ghosts guard the entrances
to a buffet of eerie edibles. The
trick to getting past them is to
tell them what year it is. Most
of the spirits are hundreds of
years old and reminding them
of their age is a shocking experience for them.
The best zombie chef of
the millennium, along with
his were-sous-chef, comes
out once a year to prepare
congealed eyeballs in a warm
red bloodbath with a side of
festering intestines and marrow for the guests. The dish,
though surprisingly gritty
in texture at first, gives new
meaning to getting better with
age. Another tip for the living interested in going: do not
have more than one serving
of the food. The zombie chef
-- who prefers to be called
Clark -- will chase after you
until you give the goods back,
whether you’re dead or alive.
All through the night danc-
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The kind of guy you want to bring home to meet mom.

ing, music and other acts
occur on the main stage in
the ballroom, leading up to a
spellbinding act.
At the witching hour, hostess Guinevere Salazar, the
most alluring witch to ever
grace this world, rides her
broomstick to the top of the
hall’s staircase and gives her
famed speech, a cautionary
tale on the dangers of adding too much wolfesbane to
love potions -- if one does,
she warns, the effects could
be dangerous, even lethal. Her
high-pitched laughter ends
the story, and all the ghastly
guests join in for a moment,
applaud and they continue
with the dance.
Over all, the Witches’ Wing
provides a well-needed break
from the stresses of mortal life
by offering a brief if not fleeting
transcendence into the world
of the undead. Salazar’s mansion presents much more than
the typical haunted house. As
they say, it’s the one day you
can make your poisoned apple
and eat it, too!
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This is not news

Monaco demoted to Sports Information Director
by Jeremy

Greenhouse

that the University has taken the proper
strategic decision.
“The fact of the matter is, the school
is saving a bundle of money by cutting Monaco’s salary,” screamed Roberto
yesterday, as he was being chased on
the Quad by angry students who were
demanding closure of the school for the
next year due to Hurricane Sandy. “We
are talking at least $5. With luck, we will
be able to use that money to achieve
need-blind admissions within the next
25,000 years.”
According to a highly scientific
study of two people performed by the
Daily, the Tufts community was generally
supportive of the staff change.
“I mean, Twitter is just the cool thing
to do,” said Brantford Winstonworth, a
senior midfielder and self-proclaimed
‘lax-bro’. “I always knew Monaco was a
bro. We all know he loves playing beer
pong, and this just confirms his status in
the bro hall of fame.”
“I think he’s the right man for the
job,” Sweeney added. “I may be unemployed, but I know that Tweets about
Tufts sports will be better than ever.”

Daily Bacon, Egg and Cheese Board

Former University President Anthony
Monaco dropped a bombshell on Tufts yesterday, announcing that he has been demoted by the Board of Trustees to replace Paul
Sweeney as Sports Information Director.
Despite the shocking news, Monaco tried to
put a positive spin on the announcement.
“I don’t really see it as a demotion,
because I just love tweeting about Tufts
sports so much,” Monaco said while raiding the fridge at Ballou Hall for last-minute snacks. “Raising money, meeting the
University’s ‘long term goals’ and meeting
with disgruntled students about fossil fuels
and injured squirrels are all boring and fake,
man. Tweeting that the cross country team
is battling through the rain at Bowdoin ― now
that’s real.”
The move leaves Tufts without a president
in a period when almost every other administrator and professor has either retired or
taken more money to go to Harvard. Despite
the concerns of a lack of leadership, Board
of Trustees Director and oil baron Ron “Drill,
Baby Drill” Roberto expressed confidence
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Dempsey signs with Tufts soccer
Majority of Tufts students
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Tufts football may have lost again this weekend, but they did catch the latest episode of Gossip Girl.

F**kball

Jumbos really f**kin’ pissed
after loss to Amherst
by

Fuk Yu

Daily Profanity Board

After falling to Amherst this
past weekend, the football team
expressed severe disappointment in
its performance.
Head coach Fay Spaghetti was
especially unhappy, and after the
game he had trouble putting his
emotions into words.
“F**k,” Spaghetti told the Daily as
he trotted off the field. “F**k, f**k,
f**k, f**k, f**k.”
Ultimately, Spaghetti believes the
outcome of the game was the result
of lackluster execution.
“We came ready to play, and we
played hard for four quarters,” he
said. “In the end, we just didn’t make
enough f**ckin’ plays.”

Still, some players blamed the
poor effort on external factors.
“There were f**kin’ TVs in the
locker room,” senior captain Rain
McAndrew explained. “Five minutes before game time we were just
sitting there in the locker room staring at those huge f**kin’ screens.
We had no motivation to take the
field.”
Other
players
confirmed
McAndrew’s bizarre statement.
“’Say Yes to the Dress’ was on!”
senior quarterback Don John said
with a smile. “What the f**k was I
supposed to do, not watch?”
“Great f**kin’ show,” freshman
running back Justin Bieber added.
“It’s a lot like football, if you think
about it. It’s real-life drama.”
But to Spaghetti, that explanation

is simply not acceptable.
“I like SYTTD as much as the next
coach, and ‘What Not to Wear’ is
even better,” he said. “But on gameday? And during the actual game?
F**k no. F**k. No.”
With five minutes left in the game,
John finally emerged from the locker
room.
“F**k, man. I just got so distracted,” he said. “I let down my teammates today, bigtime.”
“We struggled to establish the
passing game,” Spaghetti added.
“Probably because we didn’t have a
f**kin’ quarterback.”
Next week, the Jumbos hope they
can steer clear of locker room distractions.
“Those f**kin’ TVs, man,”
McAndrew said. “Those f**kin’ TVs.”
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